How to make Wire Jewelry - Simple but Elegant
By Jenkins & Thrasher, 30 pages, B&W and Colored. - Softcover
One of the “simplest” ways to make jewelry is by the wire wrapping technique. This book covers the basics of wire wrapping and more.
MLS Part #: 902775 Price: $6.00

Advanced Cabochon Cutting
By Jack R. Cox, 65 pages, B&W - Softcover
This book is a companion book to “Cabochon Cutting”. This book has instructions for cutting special shapes - hearts, crosses, teardrops, etc. Many interesting effects can be produced by combining two or more gem materials which is also covered. Instructions and many photos.
MLS Part #: 904200 Price: $6.00

The Basics of Bead Stringing
By Kanan 82 pages, B&W - Softcover
Addresses the most common and popular questions of those who would like to begin designing and producing their own jewelry. Step by step lessons are given with wire techniques, leather and string.
MLS Part #: 902900 Price: $9.95

The Art of Gem Cutting
By Dake, 96 pages, B&W - Softcover
Teaches how to buy rough stones, cut the gems, choose the right equipment and how to properly use the equipment. Popular guide that gets the reader started on the right path and builds an interest in many phases of the hobby of gem cutting. First published in 1969, however it still applies to today.
MLS Part #: 904300 Price: $6.95

THE JEWELRY MAKING HANDBOOK: Simple Techniques and Step-by-Step Projects
By McSwiney, Williams & Davies, 192 pages, Color - Hardcover
Produce professional-looking jewelry using simple techniques and equipment.
MLS Part #: 902800 Price: $14.95

GEMSTONE – Tumbling, Cutting, Drilling and Cabochon Making
MLS Part #: 904350 Price: $18.95

FLINTKNAPPING - Making & Understanding Stone Tools
By John C. Whittaker, 341 pages, B&W - Softcover
Simply put, this is the best book I have ever come upon on the subject of flint knapping. John reviews many different techniques. He looks at both the traditional methods as well as the newer techniques.
MLS Part #: 903700 Price: $27.95

Opal & Gemstone Jewelry
By Downing, 309 pages, Colored photos - Softcover
Whether opal, agate, jade or tiger-eye, this book provides step-by-step instructions taking you from rough to finished jewelry. About half of the book is about opal, the other half other gemstones. Copyright 2009.
MLS Part #: 904400 Price: $29.95

The Complete Metalsmith
By Tim McCreight, 198 pages, B&W - Softcover
Now revised and expanded, this classic hand-book gives fuller coverage to familiar techniques and adds many new procedures to its already encyclopedic breadth. The straightforward text and instructive, clear drawings bring even complex techniques within everyone’s reach.
MLS Part #: 904700 Price: $19.95

LAPIDARY ARTS

How To Use Diamond Abrasives To Cut Gemstones
By Arthur L. Riggle, 31 pages, B&W - Softcover
In this book you will learn how to use diamond machinery, accessories and supplies to cut cabochons and small flat stones. Several methods are covered, so that you may select those that best fit your needs. The author has extensive experience in the field and has put them together here in this useful guide.
MLS Part #: 904000 Price: $6.95

Facet Cutter’s Handbook
By Edward J. Soukup, 64 pages, B&W - Softcover
This book was written for the primary purpose of helping the beginning faceter and those who still consider themselves in this class. This new addition combines the information from “Elementary Faceting Instructions” (now out of print) & the 1st edition of “Facet Cutter’s Handbook” into one book.
MLS Part #: 904500 Price: $6.00

METAL WORKING